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ABOUT WILDAPPLE DISC GOLF COURSE

Wildapple is owned by Don Ticknor and his wife Rebecca Crowell, and operated by TNT Discs LLC. TNT 
Discs LLC is owned by Don and Ben Ticknor (TICK 'N TICK) and has it's main warehouse on the premises. 

The lower nine holes were originally laid out with help from Troy Campbell in the spring of 2001. We called it 
the "Sheep Pasture 9". Since then Tick (Don) made a number of modifications and added the upper 9 holes 
to create Wildapple Disc Golf.

The Wildapple Disc Golf course is a private "pay to play" course. Although the established price is $5 per 
day, all charges are currently being waived due to the roughness of the course. All donations are greatly 
appreciated and are used entirely for course improvements. Please be careful of the fence wire on the lower 
nine, and the old dump on hole #3. The blacktop road is OB, and there is a right mandatory tree marked on 
hole #11. Hole #15 has a triangular OB marked with nylon twine under the widowmaker. 

The "chime goals" which are used, are Tick's invention. Strike the chimes to goal out on each hole. A disc 
which goes above the top plate, does not goal out even if the chimes ring. 
However, if the goal is out of view of the players, ringing is considered a goal. 

Remember, Steady Ed says "He who has the most fun wins!"                     
So, Have fun
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